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ABSTRACT: Soft particles display highly versatile properties
with respect to hard colloids and even more so at fluid−fluid
interfaces. In particular, microgels, consisting of a cross-linked
polymer network, are able to deform and flatten upon
adsorption at the interface due to the balance between surface
tension and internal elasticity. Despite the existence of
experimental results, a detailed theoretical understanding of
this phenomenon is still lacking due to the absence of
appropriate microscopic models. In this work, we propose an
advanced modeling of microgels at a flat water/oil interface.
The model builds on a realistic description of the internal
polymeric architecture and single-particle properties of the
microgel and is able to reproduce its experimentally observed shape at the interface. Complementing molecular dynamics
simulations with in situ cryo-electron microscopy experiments and atomic force microscopy imaging after Langmuir−
Blodgett deposition, we compare the morphology of the microgels for different values of the cross-linking ratios. Our
model allows for a systematic microscopic investigation of soft particles at fluid interfaces, which is essential to develop
predictive power for the use of microgels in a broad range of applications, including the stabilization of smart emulsions
and the versatile patterning of surfaces.
KEYWORDS: microgels, interface, modeling, AFM, cryo-SEM, polymer networks

One of the main goals of soft matter science is to take
advantage of the microscopic complexity of nano-
scale and colloidal building blocks to design the

macroscopic properties of an emerging material. Within the
class of soft colloids, those possessing an intrinsic polymeric
structure are among the best candidates to exploit this
connection thanks to their deformability, elasticity, and
possibility of interpenetration.1 Altogether, these features
enable soft particles to display a much richer behavior as
compared with their hard counterparts.1,2 Besides the
structural aspects, one of the main advantages of soft polymeric
particles is their ability to respond to environmental stimuli.
This capability has not only attracted significant attention for
fundamental studies3,4 but also has triggered several chemical,

medical, and biological applications.5−9 Microgels, on which
we focus hereinafter, represent one of the most intriguing
choices in this regard.
Microgels are cross-linked polymer networks whose proper-

ties depend on the nature of the constituent monomers. One
of the most studied cases is that in which polymers are
thermoresponsive, usually based on poly-N-isopropylacryla-
mide (PNIPAM), resulting in particles that display a so-called
volume phase transition (VPT) from a low-temperature
swollen state to a high-temperature collapsed state.10,11
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The potentialities of microgels are not limited to bulk
applications, and a promising research field is opening up to
exploit these particles at the interface between two immiscible
liquids. In general, fluid interfaces constitute ideal settings in
which nanocomposites and colloidal particles can accumulate
and self-assemble.12−17 Recently, microgels have also been
experimentally explored under these conditions,18−22 where
the colloid−polymer duality of such particles2 strongly
manifests. Indeed, their internal polymeric structure allows
them to spread and flatten at the interface to maximize their
area, reduce nonfavorable contacts between the two liquids,
and thus lower their surface tension.23 This phenomenology is
always dictated by the elasticity of the single objects, in
contrast with hard particles, in which the latter does not play a
role. Interestingly, experimental images of microgels at water/
oil interfaces24−27 have evidenced a preferential protrusion of
the particle center on the water side. This feature is the result
of two main contributions: first of all, the higher solubility of
PNIPAM chains in water makes the microgel to maximize the
surface exposed to water; second, the fact that the cross-linking
density of the microgel is usually not homogeneous and
decreases toward the periphery of the particle28,29 implies that
the inner core mostly retains its spherical shape also at the
interface. As a result, the peculiar conformation of microgels at
the liquid−liquid interface is usually referred to as a “fried-egg”
shape,30 as shown in Figure 1.
The combination of responsiveness and flexibility leads to

several advantages for applications at interfaces. Contrarily to
traditional Pickering emulsions,23 where rigid particles adsorb
at the interface,31 the use of microgels would provide
temperature- or pH-sensitive emulsions that could be stabilized
or destabilized on demand by directly changing these control
parameters.32,33 Moreover, microgels’ deformability may be
exploited for nanostructuring elements or for other high-end
applications such as sensing, interferometry and biocataly-
sis.34−38

However, a detailed microscopic description of the
conformation of microgels at fluid interfaces is still missing.
This is due to the fact that numerical and theoretical studies of
microgels in bulk have been limited for a long time to
unrealistic models, such as the coarse-grained description
provided by the Hertzian model39,40 and the monomer-
resolved diamond network.41−44 Only recently, a few realistic
in silico models of microgels have been proposed.45−47 In
particular, some of us have developed a model, based on a
disordered network, aimed at reproducing in detail the single-
particle properties and the swelling behavior45 for different
cross-linker fractions c and internal topologies. In a recent

extension of the model,48 a fine control on the microgel
internal density profiles was obtained by adding a designing
force on the cross-linkers, which drives them toward the core
as in the experimental synthesis, making it possible to tune the
core−corona relative extent in closer agreement to experi-
ments, independently of the microgel size.
Building on this model, so far only studied in bulk, we

provide here a comprehensive modeling of a single PNIPAM
microgel particle at a flat water/oil interface. This is an
experimentally relevant condition that constitutes the
precursor of a water/oil emulsion and also captures some of
the salient features of processes that exploit self-assembly and
deposition from macroscopically flat fluid interfaces, e.g.
Langmuir−Blodgett processes.49 The model explicitly includes
the two solvents and quantitatively accounts for the surface
tension between them. Numerical results are directly compared
with experiments, where microgels are imaged in situ at the
water/oil interface using a cryo-scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) or are inspected after deposition from the interface
onto a silicon wafer by means of atomic force microscopy
(AFM). A good agreement between experiments and
simulations is found for different cross-linker concentrations,
which makes it possible to carefully assess the role played by
the stiffness on the microgel structure at the interface. We first
show results for the water/hexane interface, demonstrating that
the explicit-solvent microgel model developed in this work is
able to capture the physical details of single soft particles
adsorbed at a flat interface. To provide robustness to our
approach, we also perform additional simulations and experi-
ments at the water/benzene interface, which has a significantly
lower surface tension, again finding good agreement between
the two. Interestingly, we find that the spreading of the
microgel remains mostly unaltered for both conditions, a result
that provides further physical insights about the adsorption
mechanism of polymer-based objects.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present the main results of this work. First of
all, we discuss the parametrization of the model. This first step
is a fundamental procedure that requires a careful under-
standing of the role of the solvent−solvent and monomer−
solvent interactions and should always be carried out by closely
comparing with experimental results. Next, we report the
detailed investigation of the size and shape variations of the
microgel as a function of cross-linker concentration at the
water/hexane interface for both simulations and experiments.
Doing so, we also discuss the differences between the present
study based on a disordered realistic microgel and those that

Figure 1. Simulation snapshots of a microgel at a water/oil interface in the three different planes of observation: (a) top view (interface plane
xy) and (b, c) side views in which <z 0 corresponds to the water region and >z 0 to the oil one, respectively. The observed conformation
is loosely called a “fried-egg” shape.
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employ a regular diamond network. Finally, we extend our
approach to a different interface, namely water/benzene, that
displays a lower surface tension.
Modeling the Microgel−Solvent Interactions. We start

by analyzing in detail the choice of the microgel−solvent
interaction parameters in simulations and their interplay with
the surface tension between the two solvents. The latter is fixed
to reproduce a realistic surface tension, as detailed in the
Methods section.
The main contributions to the free energy that dictate the

shape of a PNIPAM microgel adsorbed at an interface are24 (i)
the tendency to maximize its surface so as to minimize the
solvent−solvent interface; (ii) the higher affinity for water with
respect to oil, which makes the polymer chains to organize in
such a way to be mostly solvated by water; and (iii) the
elasticity of the microgel, which acts against changes in volume
and shape. Given the disordered and inhomogeneous nature of
the microgels, the interplay between these three contributions
is nontrivial and hard to quantify a priori, although there exist
theoretical models that can help in detecting qualitative
trends.50,51

We use a dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) description,
as detailed in the Methods section, which employs two
solvophobic parameters to control the affinity of the
monomers toward each of the two solvents. These are amw
(monomer−water) and amh (monomer−hexane): the higher
the amw and amh, the more solvophobic the polymers are with
respect to the corresponding solvent particles. To choose

appropriately the values of the solvophobic parameters, we first
need to calculate the swelling curve of a single microgel in a
one-component bulk fluid in which the monomer−solvent
interaction is controlled by a single solvophobic parameter a,
which will be later used to mimic monomer−water and
monomer−hexane interactions, respectively. The correspond-
ing radius of gyration Rg ,bulk for a microgel with cross-linker

concentration of =c 3.8% is shown in Figure 2a as a function
of a, quantifying the size variation of the microgel with the
change in solvent affinity. Via this procedure, we determine the
range of a-values for which the microgel goes from a maximally
swollen case ( ≈a 1, below which the coupling between the
solvent and the monomers would be too small to properly
thermalize the microgel) to a state in which the majority of the
solvent is expelled from the network and the microgel has
collapsed ( ≈a 8). This is the range within which amw and amh
should be chosen. Considering the higher affinity for water, it
is clear that one should set <a amw mh, as these two values
directly control the effective monomer−water and monomer−-
hexane interactions. However, the balance between amw and
amh and their interplay with the given water/oil surface tension
produce nontrivial effects, as shown in the following.
First of all, it is important to note that for ≈a 1mw , the

microgel never takes the “fried-egg” shape. In particular, we
test three different combinations that comprise =a 1mw and a
value of >a amh mw , as indicated schematically in Figure 2a.
Under all these conditions (see Figure 2b), the microgel only

Figure 2. Choice of the monomer−solvent interaction parameters. (a) Radius of gyration Rg ,bulk of a microgel with cross-linker concentration
of =c 3.8% in a one-component bulk fluid with solvophobic parameter a. Along with the calculated swelling curve (black solid line), pairs of
solvophobic parameters for monomer−water (amw , full symbols) and monomer−hexane (amh, empty symbols) interactions, which we
analyze in interfacial simulations, are highlighted and listed in the inset table. As expected, for the three choices where =a 1.0mw , Rg ,bulk

coincides (the corresponding filled symbols are superimposed onto each other). The maximum extension of the microgel on the plane of the
interface is obtained for the combination of parameters amw = 4.5 and amh = 5.0. The representative snapshots in panels (b−d) are side views
that exemplify the conformation assumed by the microgel at the interface for different amw − amh choices.
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partially adsorbs at the interface, remaining mostly in the water
region and retaining a quasi-spherical shape. This is explained
by a too-small free energy gain provided by the spreading of
the particle and the reduction of the water/oil contact surface
with respect to the elastic and entropic contributions of the
microgel that are consequently found to dominate the microgel
behavior under these conditions. In contrast, choosing high
values of both amh and amw , the bad quality of two solvents
makes the microgel collapse onto itself, taking a lens-shaped
conformation, as shown in Figure 2c. In this case, the microgel
interacts in a rather similar manner with both solvents and a
difference in protrusion on the water side, despite being
present, is barely noticeable.
It is only for intermediate values of the solvophobic

parameters that the elastic free energy contribution can be
overcome by the interfacial term, which is strong enough to
make the microgel spread over the interface to minimize the
contact surface between the two solvents. In addition, the not-
so-high solvophobicity now also allows the microgel to present
a clear preference for water with respect to oil, thus giving rise
to a well-defined core-centered protrusion in the water phase
and a nearly zero protrusion into the oil. Figure 2d shows a
simulation snapshot of a microgel taking the “fried-egg”
conformation obtained by choosing =a 4.5mw and =a 5.0mh ,
which are the values we will use for the microgel−water/
hexane system throughout the next section.
Characterization of the Microgels at the Liquid−

Liquid Interface. The typical microstructure of an interfacial
microgel, resulting from the interplay between particle
architecture and surface tension, is reproduced in Figure 1.
We recall that the internal structure of microgels is composed
of a rather-homogeneous core with a higher density of cross-
linkers and a loose corona complemented by a non-negligible
number of dangling chains, where the number of cross-linkers
is rather low.28,29 As a consequence, a clear flattening of the
corona takes place at the interface, which exposes the core,
giving rise to a protrusion in the center of the microgel. A
realistic modeling of the internal degrees of freedom appears to
be crucial to reproduce such phenomenology. Indeed, it is the
polymeric, inhomogeneous nature of the system that allows
microgels to deform and assume the “fried-egg” shape.
More information on how the microgel arranges itself at the

interface is gained by looking at the density profiles reported in

Figure 3. In particular, Figure 3a displays the ρ z( ) density
profile, calculated at a distance z from the interface, and
obtained by dividing the simulation box along the z axes into
three-dimensional bins that are parallel to the interface. Figure
3b shows instead the ρ ζ( ) density profile, where bins are taken
orthogonally to the interfacial xy-plane and ζ = x y, . This is
calculated at distance ζ with respect to the center of mass of
the microgel and averaged over the two directions. Finally, the
radial density profiles ρ r( ), obtained by building spherical
shells at distance r from the center of mass of the microgels, are
reported in Figure 3c, providing information on the core size of
the microgels. In each panel, we report the density profiles for
four different values of the cross-linker ratio c, namely
0.7, 2.3, 3.8, and 5.5%. For completeness, we also provide
results for a diamond network microgel with a representative
cross-linker concentration of =c 5%.
We start by discussing ρ z( ). Two main regions can be

recognized, depending on the value of z. The first one is the
central part of the profile, which corresponds to the section of
the microgel that builds up at the interface. As expected, the
maximum density is found at =z 0 owing to the greater
number of monomers that are present at the interface. The
extent of this part, which determines the interfacial region, can
be properly identified by a Gaussian fit to the data, shown in
the inset of Figure 3a for =c 5.5%, which captures all the
signal on the oil side for all studied values of c and confirms the
poor solubility of the polymeric material in oil. The second
one, for more negative z, comprises the protrusion of the
microgel in water, which strongly depends on the cross-linker
concentration. Indeed, the more the microgel is cross-linked,
the more its core is pronounced, giving rise to an increasingly
asymmetric tail in the profiles on the water side.
Looking at ρ ζ( ) instead, the highest density is found at the

center of the interface (ζ = 0) due to the presence of the core.
The distributions become broader and broader as c decreases
because the difference between the core and corona regions is
less defined when the number of cross-linkers is small. The
same features are also confirmed by the radial profiles ρ r( ),
where a stronger initial bump signals the presence of a denser,
well-defined core, which is indicative of a “fried-egg”-shaped
microgel. For <c 1%, this feature is found to be almost absent,
while it manifestly develops for ≥c 2.3%.

Figure 3. Density profiles at the interface for disordered microgels with =c 0.7, 2.3, 3.8 , and 5.5% and for the diamond-lattice-based
microgel with =c 5%. Panel (a) shows the density profiles ρ z( ) obtained by binning the simulation box parallel to the interface. The inset
shows a Gaussian fit (dashed line) of the portion of microgel that stands at the interface for =c 5.5%. Panel (b) reports ρ ζ( ) and shows how
the microgel flattens at the interface. Panel (c) shows the radial density profiles ρ(r) taken with respect to the center of mass of the microgel;
the same four cross-linker ratios are analyzed. Lines are guides to the eye. All data are normalized to the average number of particles of the

=c 5.5% microgels.
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Compared to the regular diamond network50,52,53 with
=c 5%, for which the density profiles are also reported in

Figure 3, we find that even for such a high value of cross-linker
concentration a well-defined core is not present. This is also
clearly visible in the snapshots reported in the Supporting
Information. Interestingly, the microgel extension at the
interface is even larger than that of the disordered one, again
due to the absence of the core. These effects produce an
unrealistic conformation of the diamond microgel at the
interface, which resembles the one assumed by the disordered
network with a much-lower cross-linking ratio. Thus, for the
regular topology, the “fried-egg” shape is not observed in
simulations, limiting the applicability of the diamond model in
the description of real particles at interfaces.
Experimentally, we have access to indirect measurements of

the lateral microgel size at the water/hexane interface after
deposition onto a solid substrate (silicon wafer).24 In this way,
the microgels dry out but, following previous works,20,54 we
can assume that they retain the same extension they had at the
interface also under these conditions. The height profiles of
dried microgels are reported in Figure 4 as a function of the

cross-linking ratios. Qualitatively, they show the same behavior
as observed in ρ ζ( ) calculated with simulations (Figure 3),
presenting a lower degree of spreading as the cross-linking
ratio increases.
To assess the validity of the theoretical model, we perform a

qualitative comparison with experiments in terms of both the
extension on the interfacial plane and the height h of the
microgel perpendicular to the interface (see the Methods
section for the definition of these observables).
Figure 5 shows AFM images of microgels with different c

after spreading at the water/hexane interface and deposition
onto a silicon substrate. We also report FreSCa cryo-SEM
images that provide a picture of the microgel upon vitrification
of water and removal of the oil, as well as the numerical surface
profiles from the water and oil sides of the interface. In FreSCa
micrographs, the visible part of the microgel is the one
protruding from the water phase into the oil. The outer corona
is not visible with this technique, as the low density of the
dangling polymers makes it difficult to achieve sufficient
contrast in the SEM imaging. Furthermore, because microgels
do not cast any shadow (see the experimental details in the

Methods section) following tungsten coating at a °30 angle, it
can be seen that their effective contact angle is below °30 and
that they are mostly immersed in water.24 Comparing the
microgel size from the FreSCa cryo-SEM images (Table 1 and
blue circles in Figure 5) and the AFM data (Table 1 and red
circles in Figure 5), we see that the measured size FreSCa
closely corresponds to the size of the more densely cross-
linked core part of the microgel. Moreover, the data show that
the thickness of the corona relative to the core size becomes
smaller as the cross-linking ratio increases, which is expected
because a more cross-linked microgel presents less dangling
polymer chains.
A comparison between experimental and numerical results is

provided in Figure 6, where dimensionless observables are
used. In particular, we define the following ratios: [ ]%
quantifies the increased extension of the microgel size at the
interface with respect to its bulk value σH , while [ ]% h represents
the ratio of the microgel height with respect to σH . In the
Supporting Information, a detailed table of all quantities
presented here is reported.
Starting with the analysis of the interfacial extension of the

microgel, we find a qualitative agreement between experiments
and simulations confirming that, by increasing the cross-linker
concentration, microgels are less extended at the interface.
Indeed, increasing c the polymer network becomes stiffer due
to the fact that polymer chains are closer to each other and less
free to diffuse around. At the interface this translates into a
more compact shape. At the same time, the more the corona
contracts, the more the core of the microgel becomes denser
and protrudes toward the water phase, as evidenced also in the
density profiles and in the height profiles for both simulations
and experiments. An important contribution to the total
extension of the microgel is given by the flattening of the
corona at the interface. As can be noticed by the height profiles
in Figure 5, the spreading is responsible for the increase of
∼ −50 60% of the total extension within the interfacial plane. At
low cross-linker concentration, a true core can no longer be
distinguished and this ratio certainly increases.
It is also important to note that the experimental height of

the microgel grows by almost six times moving from =c 0.7%
to =c 5.5%, as shown in Figure 6b. Interestingly, the cryo-
SEM images in Figure 5 show an increase in height also on the
oil side, where a visible protrusion, due to the core, is observed
at high cross-linker concentration. Since we cannot obtain the
equivalent of the AFM dry height in simulations, we provide
two different estimates of [ ]% h, reporting the calculation of the
height for the fully solvated microgel and for the packed
network configuration. While the former is obtained by taking
into account solvated microgel configurations, the latter is
estimated by projecting all the monomers down on the
interfacial plane, stacking them onto each other (see the
Methods section). These two quantities bracket the exper-
imental results, showing a good agreement especially for the
low-cross-linked microgels. Moreover, they follow a similar
trend as a function of cross-linker concentration.
We notice that a systematically higher extension is found in

experiments with respect to numerical results, which might be
due to the way in which the size of the microgel is quantified in
the two cases and/or due to size effects in simulations. Indeed,
our in silico microgels are relatively small to correctly take into
account the overall extent of the corona. Although we are able
to maintain a realistic core-to-corona ratio in terms of their

Figure 4. AFM height profiles of dry isolated microgels deposited
onto silicon wafers, extracted from AFM images, for different
values of the cross-linker ratios c.
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relative extension, we find a significant difference in the
maximum chain length, particularly those of the corona or the
so-called dangling ends.48 This may explain the smaller
extension of the microgel at the interface with respect to
experiments, where the outer dangling polymers are taken into
account up to the limit of AFM resolution. To further address
this point, we tested larger (yet far from experimental
conditions) microgels, observing very minor changes in the
trends despite a large increase in computational cost (see the
Supporting Information). Nonetheless, this additional study
provides robustness to our approach, confirming the
consistency of the method and the presence of a clearly

identifiable “fried-egg” shape (Figure S4), which is much more
pronounced for the larger microgels.

Effects of a Different Surface Tension.We now examine
the results for a liquid pair with a different surface tension, to
prove the soundness of our approach. In particular, we analyze
the case of a water/benzene interface, whose measured surface
tension55 is approximately 30% lower than the one of water/
hexane. AFM results for microgels deposited on the water/
benzene interface are reported in Table 2. The qualitative
behavior of the microgel configuration is similar to that
observed for water/hexane interface, with a decreasing
extension and increasing height of the microgel for increasing
cross-linking ratio. Quantifying the difference between the two
interfaces, we observe that for ≳c 3%, there is substantially no
change of the microgel configuration within the experimental
errors. A larger difference is observed for small c, particularly
for the 0.7% case, where the explored change in surface tension
is able to modify the response of such a loose polymer
network.
To provide a comparison with simulations, we incorporate

the effect of the surface tension between different combina-
tions of fluids in the DPD modeling, as discussed in the
Methods section. Because it is reasonable to assume a similar
solubility of PNIPAM in both hexane and benzene, the
microgel−solvent interaction parameters have been corre-
spondingly remapped (see the Methods section). As expected,
the monomer−solvent interaction parameters have different

Figure 5. Conformation of microgels at the interface in experiments and simulations by varying c. Top row: AFM height images of dried
isolated microgels deposited from the water/hexane interface onto a silicon substrate. The top color bar represents the height measured with
AFM in nanometers. The height scale is saturated at 10 nm to clearly show both the thin corona and the higher core in the same image.
Second row from top: corresponding cryo-SEM images obtained by the FreSCa technique showing a frontal view of the interface with the
microgels protruding into the oil phase after removal of the latter. Red circles correspond to the average diameter measured from the AFM
images, and blue circles correspond to the average diameter measured from the FreSCa cryo-SEM images. It is evident that FreSCa cryo-
SEM visualizes the core only. Third and fourth rows from top: numerical surface plots of the microgels from the plane of the interface
( =z 0) toward the water and oil phases, respectively. Yellow circles are representative of the average extension taken for each of the cross-
linker ratios analyzed. The bottom color bar refers to the height of the numerical height profiles for both the water and the oil sides in units
of σ.

Table 1. Experimental Characterization in Bulk and
Comparison between AFM and FreSCaa

c σH AFM FreSCa

0.7 628 ± 165 1618 ± 98 652 ± 45
2.3 618 ± 83 1095 ± 66 700 ± 62
3.8 597 ± 127 882 ± 30 777 ± 39
5.5 574 ± 73 786 ± 30 724 ± 29

aSize of the microgels measured by dynamic light scattering, σH , and
their extension after deposition on a silicon wafer measured by AFM,

AFM, as well as their extension at the interface from FreSCa cryo-
SEM measurements, FreSCa , for different values of the cross-linking
ratio c. Data are expressed in nanometers.
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absolute values due to the change in the surface tension, but
they are still chosen in an intermediate range of the swelling
curve in bulk (see the Supporting Information). Figure 7

shows ρ z( ) and ρ ζ( ) calculated for the same microgel
configuration at the water/benzene and water/hexane
interfaces for the cross-linker concentration =c 3.8%. Despite
the reduction of the surface tension by roughly 30%, we
observe only very small differences in the distribution of
monomers for the two interfaces. In particular, the extension
on the interfacial plane does not vary significantly, in full
agreement with the experimental results. This holds especially
for the most widely adopted fraction of crosslinkers ≳c 3%,
suggesting that, even for the lowest analyzed surface tension,
an equilibrium between spreading and internal elasticity can
still be reached. Similar effects have been found when studying

the microgel conformation at the interface as a function of
pH24 and of temperature below the VPT.56 The microgel
extension appears to be almost “saturated” in the studied cases,
suggesting that we may only get significantly different results
for much lower surface tensions or for large variations of the
solution conditions. This point still deserves further inves-
tigation.

CONCLUSIONS

The emerging potentialities of soft particles, particularly
microgels, at liquid−liquid interfaces require microscopic
models that reproduce the most relevant features observed
experimentally. In this work, we put forward an accurate
theoretical description of a single microgel confined at the
interface between two immiscible fluids. We have first
discussed the possible choices for water−monomer and oil−
monomer interactions, discriminating cases where the microgel
does not adsorb at the interface and those where the
configuration is too compact. We interpreted these different
scenarios as resulting from the balance between the adsorption
and the elastic free energy contributions. We thus determined
the optimal conditions under which the microgel maximizes its
extension on the plane of the interface and protrudes toward
the water phase. In this way, we have been able to reproduce
the characteristic “fried-egg” shape at the interface and the
increased flattening of the microgel when the number of cross-
linkers decreases. Such behavior is not observed for regular
networks such as the diamond one, being devoid of a well-
defined core. Moreover, we found that the numerical results
are robust to size effects and are also valid for different values
of the surface tension. Interestingly, the microgel configuration
does not change significantly between a water/hexane and a
water/benzene interface despite a 30% variation of the surface
tension.
Our modeling is consistent with experimental evidence on

several aspects. First, we tuned the simulated surface tension to
reproduce the one of a water/hydrocarbon interface by
adjusting the repulsion parameters and the density of a
coarse-grained DPD fluid. Such a solvent description may be
exploited in other calculations of particles and polymers at
interfaces, given its flexibility in the choice of the involved
parameters. Moreover, our study built on a microgel model
whose bulk swelling behavior, density profiles and form factors
are directly comparable to the experimentally measured
ones.45,48 Notably, the internal degrees of freedom are taken
into account to reproduce the disordered polymeric network in
a realistic way, also with respect to its inhomogeneous density
profile, made of a denser core and a fluffier corona. By

Figure 6. Comparison between simulations and experiments. (a) Extension ratio [ ]% with respect to the bulk diameter σH for the cross-
linker concentrations c analyzed, for simulations (blue circles) and experiments (orange squares); (b) height ratio [ ]% h with respect to the
bulk diameter σH , measured by AFM for the dry microgel (orange squares) and calculated from simulations for the fully solvated microgel
(empty blue circles) and for the packed microgel configuration (full blue circles).

Table 2. Experimental Results at the Water/Benzene
Interface Reporting the Extension and the Dry Height h
of the Microgel at the Interface for =c 0.7, 2.3, 3.8, 5.5%a

experiments

c [ ]% h [%]h

0.7 1474 ± 62 234 ± 62 22 ± 2 3.5 ± 1.0
2.3 923 ± 64 149 ± 23 58 ± 4 9.4 ± 1.4
3.8 869 ± 48 146 ± 32 135 ± 9 23 ± 5
5.5 724 ± 68 126 ± 20 160 ± 27 28 ± 6

aData are given in nanometers. Ratios are in percentages, referring to
the bulk size σH .

Figure 7. Comparison between a microgel at water/benzene and
water/hexane interfaces. Effects on ρ z( ) and ρ ζ( ) of a different
surface tension between different combinations of immiscible
liquids, corresponding to water/hexane (w/h) and water/benzene
(w/b), for =c 3.8%.
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comparing numerical and experimental results, we found
confirmation of the important role played by the corona in
determining the extension of the microgel on the plane of the
interface.
The aspects we have dealt with are particularly relevant in

perspective. From a fundamental point of view, the micro-
scopic model presented here constitutes the basis for the
numerical study of more complex assemblies. To investigate
the physical origin that underlies the formation of two-
dimensional or quasi-two-dimensional structures, it is neces-
sary to evaluate microgel−microgel effective interactions on
the interface. Similar calculations were recently performed in
bulk,57,58 and it will be interesting to compare the two cases. In
the study of the macroscopic properties of microgel
monolayers deposited at an interface, the role of the
corona−corona interactions will be of fundamental impor-
tance. A further perspective will be the examination of the
rheological properties of thin microgel monolayers for which
the typical behavior of soft glassy materials has been lately
observed.59,60

Regarding applications, the emulsion-stabilizing effect as well
as the use in surface patterning are only some of the recent
advances that have been proposed.61−63 For instance,
patterned thermoresponsive polymer coatings have been
identified as a valuable tool in biomedicine for noninvasive
control over cell-adhesion.64 For these and other purposes, the
microscopic understanding of a two-dimensional interfacial
system, from single-particle studies up to collective behavior, is
expected to strongly advance the field14,65 and is the basis for
the development of nano- and microstructured materials.

METHODS
Simulations. In Silico Microgel Synthesis. Microgels are numeri-

cally synthesized in a fully bonded, disordered network following the
protocol described in ref 45. The network is obtained by exploiting
the self-assembly of N2 and N4 particles of diameter σ with two and
four attractive patches, respectively, which mimic, in a coarse-grained
fashion, the monomers (N-isopropylacrylamide, NiPAm) and cross-
linkers (N,N-methylenebis(acrylamide), BIS) of a PNIPAM microgel.
The assembly process is carried out until more than 99.9% of bonds
are formed, so that all cross-linkers employed in the simulations are
incorporated in the network. The polymeric nature of the network is
enforced by adopting the Kremer−Grest bead−spring model,66 whose
nonbonded units interact via a Weeks−Chandler−Andersen (WCA)
potential and bonded ones via a sum of the WCA and the finitely
extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) model, which are defined as:
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where ϵ sets the energy scale, =k 15F and =R 1.50 being the
maximum extension that polymer bonds can reach. For the present
study, we use microgels with ≈N 5000 particles with unit mass m
confined within a sphere of diameter σ=Z 25 , closely resembling the
internal polymer density of real microgels. We study microgels with
four different cross-linker concentrations c, that are 0.7, 2.3, 3.8, and
5.5%, where c is defined as N4/N2, in analogy with experiments. To
keep a realistic core−corona relative extent, microgels are assembled
employing an additional designing force that acts on the cross-linkers

only.48 In this way, we are able to reproduce a radial density profile
that is composed of an inner core smoothly decreasing toward the
periphery of the particle in close agreement to experiments. Size
effects are assessed using microgels of ≈N 42000 with σ=Z 50 , as
discussed in the Supporting Information.

We also perform tests with a microgel generated on a regular
diamond-based network with ≈N 5000 monomers and =c 5%. In
this case the sites of the lattice represent the cross-linkers that are in
turn connected by fixed-length polymer chains. By appropriately
cutting the generated network, the microgel assumes a spherical
shape.

Solvent Modeling. The numerical simulation of a liquid−liquid
interface requires explicit solvent modeling to reproduce the surface
tension effects between the two solvents. For this reason, we follow
the same protocol described in ref.67 by adopting dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD) simulations,68 which describe the solvent in a
coarse-grained fashion. In brief, the DPD solvent is considered as
made of soft beads interacting with each other via a force that

comprises conservative ⃗Fij
C
, dissipative ⃗Fij

D
and random ⃗Fij

R
forces,

which take the form of:
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where ⃗ = ⃗ − ⃗r r rij i j with ⃗ri the position of particle i, = | ⃗ |r rij ij , ̂ = ⃗r r r/ij ij ij,
rc is the cutoff radius, ⃗ = ⃗ − ⃗v v vij i j with ⃗vi the velocity of particle i, a is
the maximum repulsion between two particles, θ is a Gaussian
random number with zero mean and unit variance, and ξ is the
friction coefficient. To ensure that Boltzmann equilibrium is reached,

= [ ]w r w r( ) ( )D
ij

R
ij

2 and σ ξ= k T2R
2

B , with kB being the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature. More details on the DPD
implementation may be found in ref 68.

Further exploiting the potentialities of DPD in treating mesoscopic
systems, we refine this approach to mimic the experimental interfacial
tension between the two solvents. To this aim, we adapt the work of
Rezaei and Modarress69 that focuses on finding the most suitable
“beading” procedure for the two solvents as well as on correctly
choosing the DPD parameters based on the Flory−Huggins mixing
parameter χ.70 We thus average the molecular volumes of the two
liquids to have the smallest possible bead size. The resulting simulated
fluid retains the features of both solvents. By estimating χ, the DPD
interaction parameters for the liquids are readily obtained. To mimic a
water/hexane (w/h) system, we use = =a a 8.8ww hh and =a 31.1hw
with a cutoff radius of σ=r 1.9c and a reduced solvent density of
ρ = 4.5DPD . The surface tension γ can be expressed in terms of the
diagonal components of the pressure tensor as:71,72

γ = −
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where Lz is the measure of the side of the simulation box
perpendicular to the interface; the x and y components define the
plane of the interface. Under the chosen simulation conditions, we
find γ ≈ 50 mN/m, in close agreement to the measured one.55

Equally important is the choice of the microgel−solvent interaction
parameters that define the propensity of the microgel of being soluble.
We note that, differently from standard DPD methods, microgel−
monomers interaction parameters cannot be directly related to the
Flory−Huggins mixing parameter because we use the bead−spring
potential to appropriately describe interactions among monomer
beads. For this reason, the DPD parameters between monomers and
solvent are chosen as discussed in the Results and Discussion section.
We find that, by setting =a 4.5mw and =a 5.0mh , the microgel
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equilibrates by protruding only in water and having the maximum
extension on the plane of the interface.
We also present results for simulations at the water/benzene (w/b)

interface for which the DPD interaction parameters have to be
adjusted. In this case, the reduced solvent density is ρ = 3.0DPD with

= =a a 16.7ww bb , =a 90.1bw and a cutoff radius of σ=r 1.5c ,
yielding a surface tension of ≈35 mN/m. Given the similar solubility
of PNIPAM both in hexane and benzene, we map the monomer−
solvent interaction parameters from the water/hexane system to
obtain the different values. This is done by rescaling the bulk swelling
curves and by taking the corresponding ams. In this way, we obtain

=a 10.2mw and =a 11.0mb . We underline that similar choices would
lead to results very close to the ones presented.
We perform simulations at the interface and in bulk. The latter are

carried out keeping the same solvent features as in interfacial
simulations, to be taken as a reference to determine the extent to
which microgels deform at the interface. The monomer−solvent
interaction parameter ams is set to 1.0 (w/h) and 5.0 (w/b) so that
the microgel assumes its most swollen configuration, according to the
swelling curve shown in Figure 2 (see the Supporting Information for
the water/benzene case).
All molecular dynamics simulations are run using the LAMMPS

simulation package.73 The equations of motion are integrated with a
velocity−Verlet algorithm. The reduced temperature ϵ* =T k T/B is
always set to 1.0 via the DPD thermostat (acting on the solvents
only).67 Length, mass, energy and time are given in units of σ, m, ϵ

and σ ϵm /2 , respectively. DPD repulsion parameters a are in units of
ϵ σ/ . Finally, in bulk simulations, the center of mass of the microgel is
fixed in the center of the simulation box whereas, at the interface, only
fluctuations in the z direction are allowed. Numerical measures are
obtained by averaging over three independent microgel configurations
for each of the cross-linker ratios analyzed.
Experiments. Microgel Synthesis. Our N-isopropylacrylamide

(NiPAm, TCI 98.0%)-based microgels were synthesized by a
conventional method of precipitation polymerization in water.74

First, Milli-Q water was heated to 80 °C, NiPAm and the cross-linker
N-N′-methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS, Fluka 99.0%), were dissolved
in 4 different ratios of moles of cross-linkers to moles of monomers,
such that c = 0.7, 2.3, 3.8, 5.5%, with a total monomer concentration
of 180 mM. For clarity, the related weight fractions are also provided
in Table 3. It is important to stress that each nominal ratio is only an

upper limit of the actual incorporated amount of cross-linker in the
final microgels because usually some residual material is left over
during the polymerization reaction. Our monomer was purified and
recrystallized in a solution of toluene/hexane in a volume ratio of
60:40. The mixture was degassed with N2, and the reaction started
after the addition of potassium persulfate (KPS, Sigma-Aldrich,
99.0%) at 1.8 mM. The mixture was kept under stirring at 80 °C for 5
h, and after that, it was let to cool to room temperature. To clean the
microgel dispersion, it was centrifuged 3 times at 20000 rpm for 1 h,
replacing the supernatant with Milli-Q water after each centrifugation
step and placing the dispersion under ultrasonication for 1 h to
redisperse the particles after each supernatant replacement, reaching a
final concentration of 1wt%. The size of the synthesized microgels was
characterized in bulk Milli-Q-water by dynamic light scattering (DLS,
Zetasizer, Malvern UK) at 25 °C, and the dependence on the bulk
size with temperature was studied by measuring their size at different

temperatures, from 25 to 40 °C, for all of the cross-linker
concentrations (see the Supporting Information).

Deposition of the Microgels from the Water/Hexane Interface
and AFM Imaging. The process to deposit the microgels from the
Milli-Q water/hexane (Sigma-Aldrich, HPLC grade 95%) interface is
described in a previous work.20 Silicon wafers (Siltronix, ⟨100⟩, 100
mm single polished side) were cut with a diamond pen into 2 cm × 2
cm pieces and placed under ultrasonication for 15 min in subsequent
baths of toluene (Fluka Analytical, 99.7%), isopropanol (IPA, Fisher
Chemical, 99.97%), and Milli-Q water, drying them afterward with
N2. Next, the silicon substrates were placed on the dipper arm and
immersed under water in a KSV5000 Langmuir oil/water trough
setup with a deposition well. The substrates formed a 30° angle with
the water/hexane interface. Next, the microgel dispersion was diluted
in a 1:7:2 microgel dispersion/Milli-Q water/IPA mixture, and it was
injected directly at the water/hexane interface using a Hamilton
microsyringe. The surface pressure was simultaneously measured with
a platinum Wilhelmy plate, and the microgel injection was stopped at
values below 1 mN/m to ensure the presence of isolated microgels.
Next, the silicon substrate was lifted slowly to deposit the microgels
from the water/hexane interface onto the substrate. The isolated
microgels deposited on silicon wafers were characterized by atomic
force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Icon Dimension), in tapping mode,
using cantilevers with 300 kHz resonance frequency and 26 mN/m
spring constant, taking images of μ × μ20 m 20 m and μ × μ3 m 3 m ,
with all of them at 512 pixels per line and a scanning speed of 1−1.5
Hz. The in-plane size of the particles after deposition was obtained
from the AFM height images by limiting the height range to 10 nm
and manually fitting the microgel perimeter with a circle including as
much as possible of the outer corona. The edge of the microgel is
defined as the point where measure height is larger than the
background noise, in the range of −1 3 nm. The diameters and height
were extracted from 30 different microgels.

Freeze-Fracture Shadow-Casting Cryo-SEM. Additionally, the
microgels were characterized by freeze-fracture shadow-casting cryo-
SEM (FreSCa) technique.75 In this technique, microgel-laden
interfaces are prepared by pipetting 0.5 μL of a microgel dispersion
at 0.1 wt % in Milli-Q water in a customized copper holder and then
covering it with 3 μL of purified decane (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) to form
the water/oil interface. The FreSCa cryo-SEM measurements are
performed at the water/decane interface, but no significant differences
are expected with hexane due to similar values of interfacial tension
and PNIPAM solubility. After closing, the copper holder the microgel-
laden interface is vitrified with a propane jet freezer (Bal-Tec/Leica
JFD 030) and fractured in high-vacuum and cryogenic conditions.
The fracture preferentially exposes the water/oil interface, which is
coated by a 2 nm layer of tungsten with a °30 angle relative to the
interface (Bal-Tec/Leica VCT010 and Bal-Tec/Leica BAF060).
Finally, the interface is imaged in a cryo-SEM (Zeiss Leo 1530).
The size or extension at the water/decane interface was measured
from 30 different microgels.

Estimate of the Microgel Size and Height at the interface.
To compare the numerical results with experiments, we analyze the
microgel spreading by measuring its extension on the xy-plane of
the interface and its height h in the z direction. We take as a reference
the corresponding microgel size in bulk, for which we measure the
hydrodynamic radius RH that is experimentally determined by DLS,
implying σ = R2H H . In simulations, RH is not readily available, and
thus, we adopt an operative definition. Namely, we consider the radial
density profile ρ r( )bulk of the microgel, and take RH at the distance

where ρ = −r( ) 10bulk
2. The obtained values of RH are roughly

proportional to those that are obtained by using the gyration radius

Rg (easily computed in simulations as ∑ ⃗ − ⃗( )r r( )
N i

N
i CM

1 2 1/2
with ⃗ri

the position of the ith monomer and with ⃗rCMbeing the position of the
center of mass of microgel) since it was experimentally observed that

for microgels, ≈ 0.6
R

R
g

H
.76,77

Table 3. Experimental Ratio of Cross-Linkers as Weight and
Moles Ratios

cross-linkers
(g)

monomer
(g) wt %

moles of cross-linkers per moles of
monomer, c (%)

1 99 1 0.7
3 97 3 2.3
5 95 5 3.8
7 93 7 5.5
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As discussed above, quantitative measures of the particle size at the
interface are carried out with an AFM after deposition on a silicon
wafer. In this way, we obtain the maximum extension of the particle
under the assumption that it matches the one after deposition, as
previously established for microgels.78 From the AFM images, after
solvent removal, we can also extract the particle height, h, that
corresponds to the projected polymer density profile onto the plane of
the interface. Unfortunately, our experiments do not make it possible
to access the solvated conformation of the microgel at the interface
and its protrusion in either of the two liquids, a precious information
that is accessible from the numerical simulations only. However, we
notice that, even under dry conditions, a small amount of water, up to
about 10%, may still be retained in the polymer network.
To best reproduce the experimental acquisition techniques, we

numerically calculate the extension of the flattened particle at the
interface as the average maximum distance that opposite edges of
the polymer reach on the xy plane. For the height, we report two
estimates, for the fully solvated microgel and for the packed network
configuration. The first is computed by drawing a surface profile on
the oil and water sides of the microgel; the sum of the distances from
the plane of the interface defines the height of the microgel. The latter
is instead obtained by accumulating on the plane of the interface the
number of monomers that occupy a certain x y( , ) coordinate,
independently of z. The above measures are provided with an error
bar that accounts for the differences in the number of monomers and
topology of the configurations over which we average.
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